INTRODUCTION
This Progress Report describes our Department of Energy sponsored research on the dynamics of vibrationally excited molecules. Unearthing the properties of vibrationally excited molecules, which are the central actors in many chemical reactions, and using those properties to explore and control chemical reactions is a primary goal of our work. Vibrationally excited molecules play crucial roles in a variety of chemical systems, such as those found in the atmosphere, combustion reactions, and plasmas. In addition, a detailed description of vibrationally excited molecules, particularly ones with large amounts of vibrationally energy, challenges and tests theory. Our Department of Energy supported research has explored the chemistry of vibrationally excited molecules broadly over the last several years, during which we have studied unimolecular reaction, 1 photodissociation,2 and bimolecular reaction3 in vibrationally excited molecules One of the ways in which we manipulate vibrationally excited molecules is to prepare a vibrational state and subsequently to excite the vibrationally energized molecule to a dissociative electronic state, where we follow its decomposition with spectroscopic probes. Because the initial vibrational excitation can strongly influence the motion of the vibrationally excited molecule on the electronically excited potential energy surface, we call this process vibrationally mediated photodissociation. We have made substantial progress on three different aspects of vibrationally mediated photodissociation during the most recent period of Department of Energy support. The first aspect is the extension our work on vibrational overtone state control of photodissociation.
We have used vibrational overtone excitation to prepare vibrationally excited hydroxylamine (NH20H) and monitor its photodissociation dynamics by laser induced fluorescence detection of the products.4.5 Applying the same scheme to isocyanic acid (HNCO) and probing either the cleavage of the N-C bond, by detecting NH, or the H-N bond, by detecting NCO, has produced the first example of vibrational state control of the photodissociation yield in two chemically distinct channels.6 This example in a tetra-atomic molecule builds on our earlier Department of Energy sponsored work demonstrating vibrational state control in the photodissociation of HOD.7
The second aspect is the introduction of a new technique for vibrational state preparation into our laboratory. We have begun using stirnuluted Raman excitation preparation in vibrationally mediated photodissociation. Our new measurements on HNCO reveal fascinating and complex behavior in photodissociation from the vibrationally excited stak and prove that we can apply vibrationally mediated photodissociation to fundamental vibrations of bonds between heavy atoms. The third aspect is the use of h e r induced grating spectroscopy to explore the electronic spectroscopy of vibrationally excited molecules. Our careful studies have characterized laser induced grating spectroscopy in new detail for weakly absorbing gaseous samples, identifying a limiting background signal8 and establishing the range over which the technique is useful.9
VIBRATIONALLY MEDIATED PHOTODISSOCIATION
The schematic potential energy surfaces on the left of Figure 1 illustrate vibrationally The vibrational state mediated photodissociation of a directly dissociative ABC molecule. preparation photon, hl, excites a vibration in the ground electronic state, and the dissociation photon, h2, promotes the vibrationally excited molecule to the electronically excited state. In an ideal vibrationally mediated photodissociation experiment, neither photon has sufficient energy to dissociate the molecule from its vibrational ground state, and the combined energy of the two photons is not enough to reach the electronically excited state surface from the equilibrium geometry of the ground electronic state. This later point is the crux of vibrationally mediated photodissociation. Only molecules with vibrations that extend the A-B bond reach configurations where the separation of the excited state surface and the ground state surface is small enough that the dissociation photon A2 can connect the two. The third component of our experiment, not shown in the Figure, is a spectroscopic probe of the fragments, such as laser induced fluorescence detection of BC.
The probability of a transition to the excited state surface from a particular initial state depends on the overlap between its wavefunction and that of the dissociative excited state. For a simple, directly dissociative surface, the most important component of this Franck-Condon factor is the overlap between the radial wavefunction along the dissociation coordinate (A-B) in the excited state and the bound state wavefunction along that coordinate in the ground electronic state.
There is some optimum amount of A-B stretching that we can readily detect by laser induced fluorescence. The first step in our study of hydroxylamine was characterization of its 0-H stretching vibrational spectrum. We then performed onephoton dissociation experiments and vibrationally mediated photodissociation experiments in which we observed substantial differences resulting from the initial vibrational excitation.
Vibrationul Overtone Spectroscopy4
We obtained photoacoustic spectra of hydroxylamine in the regions of the second (3vOH), third (4vOH), and fourth (5vOH) overtones of the 0-H stretching vibration using light from a NdYAG laser pumped dye laser directly or Raman shifted to longer wavelengths depending on the transition. The left-hand side of Figure 2 shows the photoacoustic spectra in the region of these three transitions. The second and third overtone spectra have sharp, partially resolved rotational structure, but the spectrum for (The features marked with asterisks are transitions for H20, which provide useful wavelength calibration points.) An asymmetric rotor simulation reproduces the rotational structure, as the experimental and simulated spectra for 3vOH on the right hand side of the figure illustrate, and yields A-axis rotational constants of 6.150( 1) and 6.064(1) cm-1 for 3VOH and 4vOH, respectively. The widths of the features in the spectra exceed our largest laser line width of 0.15 cm-1, and we obtain the best fits to the second and third overtone spectra using Lorentzian widths of 0.7d.2 cm-1 and 0.9iO.2 cm-1 for the individual rotational transitions, respectively. The individual features are unresolved in the fourth overtone spectrum, where an acceptable fit requires a much larger width of 6 to 10 cm-1, with 7 cm-1 shows none.
providing the best reproduction of the experimental spectrum. (The best-fit value of the rotational constant is similarly less precise. We used 6.00 cm-1 in our simulations.) 
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Wavenumber (an-') with infrared-optical double resonance vibrational overtone excitation experiments by Luo, et al.15 that found a width of 1 4 cm-1 for transitions to the sixth vibrational overtone state ( 7~~~) . This modest increase of a factor of two between the fourth and sixth vibrational overtone states suggests there is no drastic difference in the couplings at these two levels. The changes in line width also do not simply reflect the total density of states, which grows smoothly from about 10 per cm-1 at 3vOH to 540 per cm-1 at 7vOH. For example, the density of states increases by a factor of four between the energies of 3vOH and 4vOH and the line width increases by about 30%, but the density of states increases by about three between the energies of 4vOH and 5voH and the line width increases by almost a factor of ten! There is clearly an abrupt change at an energy between 4vOH
and 5voH. The change in coupling of the 0-H stretching vibration to other vibrations in the molecule that brings about the sharp change in line width may well arise from other isomers becoming energetically accessible. Hydroxylamine can isomerize from the cis-to the trans-form through a torsional motion or through inversion,l6 and it can isomerize to ammonia oxide, N H 3 0 , by migration of the hydroxyl hydrogen. Indeed we and others find in ab initio calculations that the ammonia oxide isomer is bound,l7,18 and we find the isomerization barrier to lie near the energy of 5voH. 18 Hydroxylamine could be very floppy at energies above the isomerization barriers, and isomerization to ammonia oxide is likely to couple the 0-H stretching vibration to others particularly well.
One-Photon Photolysis5
One-photon dissociation experiments provide the reference point for vibrationally mediated photodissociation measurements, allowing us to separate purely energetic effects from vibrational ones. Our benchmark for the photolysis of vibrationally excited hydroxylamine is the one-photon dissociation at 240 run to produce N H 2 and OH. By detecting the OH fragment using laser induced fluorescence, we learn about the energy disposal into rotation and vibration of that fragment and, from the Doppler profiles of the transitions, into relative translation of the products.
In addition, the populations of the lambda-doublet states reveal details of the motion of the OH fragment during the dissociation. About half (53%) of the 20, 460 The most striking feature of the one-photon dissociation is the population of the lambdadoublet states. In the limit of high rotation, the II(A') lambda-doublet state of OH, which Pbranch transitions probe, has its unpaired electron in an orbital lying in the plane of OH rotation, and the II(A") state, probed by Q-branch transitions, has its unpaired electron in an orbital perpendicular to the plane of rotation. The rotational distributions for the two states are very different, with the II(A") state having a maximum at about N=9 and the II(A') state having a maximum at only N=4. Thus, we see that the ratio II(A")/II(A') increases from 1 to 4 with increasing product rotation. Correlating the unpaired electron in OH with the broken N-0 sigma bond in NH2OH suggests that this strong preference for that electron being in an orbital perpendicuhr to the rotation plane comes from some torsional motion in the electronically excited state.
Indeed, our ab initio calculations of the electronically excited state of hydroxylamine19 find that the electronically excited state has a minimum for a torsional angle near zf=900 compared to the minimum on the ground state surface at df=18O0. A vertical transition to this state leaves the excited molecule far away from its equilibrium geometry and produces rotation of the OH fragment perpendicular to the orbital that was originally part of the N-0 bond.
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Vibrationully Mediated Photodissociations
The vibrationally mediated photodissociation of W 2 0 H reveals different dynamics in the dissociation from the vibrationally excited state. The vibrational overtone action spectrum, obtained by f i a n g the photolysis wavelength h2 and the probe wavelength A3 and scanning the vibrational overtone excitation wavelength hl, is virtually identical to the photoacoustic spectrum for both 4 v 0~ and excitations. Thus, we fix hl to select an initial rovibrational state and monitor the photodissociation dynamics by probing individual rovibrational states of the OH photolysis products. The key to discovering the differences is to photolyze the vibrationally excited molecule with a photon (h2) that leaves the excited molecule with the same total energy ;is the 240-nm one-photon dissociation. The Table summarizes Another notable feature of the OH product from the vibrationally mediated photodissociation is that it shows IU) preference for one lambda doublet state over another. This is in sharp contrast to the situation for the one-photon dissociation and points to the difference in 
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ISOCYANIC ACID (HNCO)
Isocyanic acid offers a new possibility in vibrationally mediated photodissociation. It has two chemically distinct photodissociation channels,
that form products (NH and NCO) that are both observable by laser induced fluorescence. The
NH(C'n)
77-
H(2S) + NCO(X211)
. . ..... challenge and opportunity with this tetra-atomic molecule is to discover and control the dissociation dynamics in the two chemically distinct channels that have different energy thresholds.
(Our first bond selected vibrationally mediated photodissociation studies (on HOD) probed the two isotopically distinct products OH and OD, which have only a modest energy difference.) Figure 3 shows the energetics for the photodissociation of vibrationally excited HNCO.
The NH(1A) product comes from the lowest spin allowed channel and is the only one we detect in either one-photon or vibrationally mediated photodissociation.
As with hydroxylamine, -comparison to the one-photon dissociation is an important part of our measurements. We focus on measuring the relative yields in the two channels for isocyanic acid and find that excitation in the region of the 4 v o~ vibration changes the relative yields in the two channels by a factor of 20. The fundamental vibrations of HNCO have an irregular spacing of the subbranches that we also find for the vibrational overtone transitions, and, following the analysis for the fundamentals, we assign each a different a-axis rotational constants. The simulation at the bottom of Figure 4 reproduces the spectrum and allows us to identify the transition that we excite in the vibrational The important message in this result is that exciting the N-H stretch dramatically changes the product branching ratio in this tetra-atomic molecule. We know that excitation of the N-H stretch gives access to different portions of the excited sbte surface by changing the FranckCondon factor and the regions sampled on the ground state surf-ace. The N-H stretching excitation provides the oscillator strength for the vibrational overtone transition, and, although it may be substantially mixed with other vibrations, we certainly expect it to enhance transitions that have good Franck-Condon overlap with wavefunctions in the channel that breaks the N-H bond, leading to enhanced NCO formation.
STIMULATED RAMAN EXCITATION
The experiments described above on HNCO and our earlier measurements on HOD show that vibrational overtone excitation can alter the relative product yields in photodissociation. 
Raman Spectroscopy of HNCO
Our stimulated Raman excitation apparatus uses 50 mJ of 532-nm light from an injection seeded NdYAG laser as the first photon in the Raman excitation process and roughly the same amount of tuneable light from a dye laser pumped by the same Nd:YAG laser as the second (Stokes) photon. The bottom trace in Figure 6 shows the Raman photoacoustic spectrum obtained by scanning the wavelength of the Stokes photon to produce Raman transitions in the region of the N-H stretching normal mode, VI. The spectrum shows only the strong Q-branch transitions although we can observe other, weaker branches using increased sensitivity. Infrared spectroscopy identifies P-and R-branches for many of these same transitions,20 and, using those assignments, we are able to identify many of the transitions we observe. 
RamanShiR(an")
. We can use the partially analyzed infrared spectra to guide our assignments for v2. Our photolysis results combined with our stimulated Raman excitation spectrum may help the analysis of the most poorly characterized stretching vibration, v3, which we observe particularly well since it is the analog of the R q a n active symmetric stretching vibration in Ca.
Raman Driven Vibrationally Mediated Photodissociation of HNCO
The top two spectra in Figure 6 show the influence that vibrational excitation of fundamen- comparison of the action spectrum to the photoacoustic spectrum. The later reflects only the excitation efficiency, and the former reflects both the excitation and photodissociation efficiencies.
The substantial difference in the relative intensities in the photoacoustic and action spectra point to the influence that different initial state has on the dissociation efficiency. For example, the Fermi resonance pair with Ka=2, which has relatively modest intensity in the photoacoustic spectrum, grows to become the second most prominent set of features in the NCO action spectrum. This growth reflects, at least in part., the presence of bending excitation in the vibrational eigenstates, excitation that enhances the photodissociation efficiency by increasing the Franck-Condon factor between the ground and excited electronic states. The other aspect to enhancing the dissociation is that the dissociating state on the electronically excited surface must correlate to the interrogated products, H + NCO. Apparently, the mixed vibrational state has a good combination of bending excitation, to promote the electronic excitation, and N-H stretching excitation to put the system in the exit channel for breaking the N-H bond to make NCO.
-
The NH action spectrum, which probes the channel making NH + COY supports this picture. In the simplest picture, N-C stretching excitation should promote the dissociation but bending excitation should still enhance the electronic transition. Indeed, the Fermi resonant pair does not grow compared to the photoacoustic spectrum, but another transition, which we assign as The action spectra for the asymmetric (v2) and symmetric (v) stretching vibrations show similar strong effects. One example is in the spectrum in the region of v2. A transition to a bending state, which falls in the same region, appears clearly in the photoacoustic Raman spectrum but is invisible in the NH action spectrum. The N-C-0 stretching excitation promotes dissociation while the bending state does not. The insights we can obtain into the dissociation dynamics do not come from the Raman excitation spectra alone. We also monitor the NH and NCO products by laser induced fluorescence to learn about energy disposal in the dissociation, and, perhaps most significantly, we acquire dissociation spectra by varying the energy of the dissociation photon with the vibrational excitation and probe wavelengths fixed. These structured spectra have resolved rotational features, which we have used to assign the K, quantum number of the vibrationally excited molecule in some cases, as well as vibrational structure that teaches us about the predissociative excited state. Our first molecule, HNCO, is proving to be rich and informative.
More important, the combination of stimulated Raman excitation and vibrationally mediated photodissociation has given us access to entirely new classes of molecules and vibrational excitation to study.
TRANSIENT GRATING SPECTROSCOPYssg
Our third major goal during this period of Department of Energy support has been the implementation of laser induced grating techniques to observe the efectronic spectroscopy of highly vi brationally excited molecules. In applying laser induced grating spectroscopy (LIGS) to highly vibrationally excited water molecules, we have sorted out the details of a wavelength independent background, the "nonresonant background", that often appears in transient grating experiments at high pressure. We have also found that using laser induced grating spectroscopy to monitor showed that its origin is electrostriction (Brillouin scattering). The electric field of the excitation laser produces a change in the density of the sample from which the laser scatters. The essential clue to this behavior is the time evolution of the aimustical wave that the laser pulse launches The most important application of laser induced grating spectroscopy for our purposes is to use the probe laser beam to obtain the electronic spectrum of a vibrationally excited molecule.
Because we have previously determined the variation in the cross section for electronic excitation from the 104)-state by detecting the OH product of the decomposition of the electronically excited water, we set out to test this approach on that state and then to extend it to make the Same measurement on the I 13)-state. The nonresonant electrostriction signal is very useful in this context since it provides an internal calibration of the excitation and interrogation pulse energies at -each wavelength. Careful measurements showed essentially no change in the diffraction efficiency as we changed the probe wavelength over a range where our earlier measurements found that the electronic excitation cross section changes by a factor of ten. This constancy of diffraction efficiency signals the presence of a probe-wavelength independent diffraction that, nonetheless, depends on the presence of vibrationally excited molecules. Our calculations show that even a few percent of collisional relaxation of the vibrationally excited molecules accounts for the probewavelength independent signal, which completely obscures the signal arising from the electronic excitation out of the vibrationally excited state. An even more interesting possibility is that the difference between the polarizability of the vibrationally excited molecules and that of vibrationally unexcited molecules produces a variation in the index of refraction between excited and unexcited regions that accounts for the diffraction we observe. Our best estimate, from calculations and analyzing our data, is that the two effects are roughly comparable.9 For molecules with large enough electronic excitation cross sections, there are ranges of pressures where it is possible to detect the electronic excitation from a vibrationally excited molecule, but water is apparently not one of them.
SUMMARY
Vibrationally mediated photodissociation is a means of understanding and controlling molecular decomposition pathways and the nature of vibrationally energized molecules. During the last period of Department of Energy support, we have advanced our work in three areas: the use of vibrational overtone excitation to influence decomposition paths, the use of stimulated Raman excitation as the first step in vibrationally mediated photodissociation, and the use of laser induced grating spectroscopy to explore electronic transitions from vibrationally excited molecules.
Our !ibrationul overton 23 excitation experiments on hydroxylamine (NH20H) and isocyanic cid (HNCO) have revealed new dissociation dynamics as reflected in distribution of the products among their quantum states. In the case of HNCO, we can use initial vibrational excitation to alter the branching ratio between chemically distinct channels, one producing H + NCO and one producing NH + CO, by at least a factor of 20. Our stimulated Raman excitation measurements show its utility for exciting skeletal vibmtions in the initial step of vibrationally mediated photodissociation and point to using reiatively low frequency bending and stretching vibrations as a means of altering photodissociation dynamics. The laser induced grating measurements revealed the source of a previously unexplained background contribution and defined the limits of the applicability of laser induced grating spectroscopy in weakly absorbing systems. Our experiments showed that even very modest collisional relaxation of the initially excited molecule can produce a signal that overwhelms the small diffraction from vibrationally excited molecules. All of these accomplishments set the stage for future developments in understanding and using vibrational excitation in molecular decomposition dynamics.
